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Occupational benefits

Regulations governing supplementary
occupational benefits cover

AXA Foundation for Occupational Benefits, Principality of Liechtenstein
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General provisions

Objective
Art. 1

1. The objective of this occupational benefits fund 
is to protect the insured and their surviving 
dependents from the economic consequences 
of loss of earnings due to old age, disability or 
death.

2. Within the scope of this objective, the Founda-
tion provides occupational benefits coverage 
that is in excess of the statutory minimum 
benefits as set out in the law on occupational 
benefits provision in the Principality of Liechten-
stein.

3. The Foundation is subject to statutory super-
vision. The deed of foundation governs the 
organization of the Board of Trustees.

Occupational benefits fund
Art. 2

The Foundation manages a separate occupational 
benefits fund for each employer with which it has 
concluded an affiliation contract.

Self-employed persons who do not have any em-
ployees may also be affiliated to the Foundation.

Contents of the Regulations
Art. 3

1. The relationship between the Foundation and 
the insured or beneficiaries is governed by these 
Regulations and, as far as the type and amount 
of occupational benefits and their financing are 
concerned, by a separate occupational benefits 
plan for each occupational benefits fund. This 
occupational benefits plan is an integral part of 
the Regulations.

2. If the occupational benefits fund or the Foun-
dation is liquidated in part or in full, the provi-
sions of the Regulations on the partial and total 
liquidation of occupational benefits funds and 
the Regulations on the partial liquidation of a 
collective foundation apply.

3. Any claims to surplus participation under the 
group insurance contract are governed by the 
separate Surplus participation regulations.

Registered partnerships
Art. 4

Within the meaning of the law of March 16, 2011, 
on same-sex registered partnerships, registered 
partnerships are treated the same as marriages 
and partners are treated the same as spouses.

Definition of age
Art. 5

The age that applies for enrollment with the occu-
pational benefits fund and the calculation of the 
contributions and retirement credits is determined 
by the difference between the current calendar 
year and the insured’s year of birth.

Enrollment in occupational benefits insurance
Art. 6

1. All employees and self-employed persons be-
longing to the group of insured mentioned in the 
occupational benefits plan are enrolled with the 
occupational benefits fund. The employer must 
register all persons to be insured by name.

2. Enrollment in the occupational benefits fund 
takes place when the conditions of Art. 6.1 are 
fulfilled. 

3. Individuals who are partially disabled on 
enrollment in the occupational benefits fund 
are insured only for that part of the salary that 
corresponds to the remaining earning capac-
ity. Any thresholds that may be referred to in 
the occupational benefits plan will be reduced 
commensurately. Persons with a disability level 
of 67% or more are not accepted into occupa-
tional benefits insurance.

Retirement
Art. 7

1. Retirement age
 The retirement age is governed by the occupa-

tional benefits plan. Persons can claim retire-
ment benefits when they reach retirement age.

 Retirement benefits can be drawn in full or in 
part before the official retirement age under the 
provisions of Art. 7.2, or the occupational ben-
efits insurance can be continued in accordance 
with Art. 7.3.
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4. Partial withdrawal of retirement benefits 
(partial retirement)

 The following applies for each partial withdrawal 
of retirement benefits:
– The withdrawal must be proportionate to the 

reduction in level of employment.
– The reduction in level of employment must be 

at least 20% of full-time employment.
– The reduced level of employment cannot be 

increased again in connection with additional 
partial withdrawals of retirement benefits.

– Only one partial withdrawal is possible per 
calendar year.

Furthermore, an early partial withdrawal presup-
poses that the insured person is fully fit for work.

Occupational benefits coverage
Art. 8

1. The coverage is valid worldwide. Coverage 
commences on the date when the conditions for 
enrollment pursuant to Art. 6 are fulfilled (start 
of insurance) and ends on the date when the in-
sured withdraws from the occupational benefits 
insurance.

2. Definite coverage
 Occupational benefits coverage is definite and 

unrestricted, provided that the insured is fully fit 
for work when the insurance commences and 
the occupational benefits under the Regulations 
do not exceed certain limits determined by the 
Foundation. If this is not the case, these benefits 
are only provisionally insured at first.

 An insured person is not considered fully fit for 
work under these occupational benefits cov-
erage provisions if, on commencement of the 
insurance coverage, they
– are forced to remain fully or partially absent 

from work for reasons of health
– receive daily benefits as a result of an illness 

or accident
– are enrolled in a government disability insur-

ance plan
– draw a pension on account of complete or 

partial disability, or
– can no longer be fully employed in a position 

commensurate with their training and abilities 
for medical reasons.

3. Provisional occupational benefits coverage
 The Foundation will inform the insured if certain 

benefits can only be insured provisionally, and 
request that the insured provides additional 

 The insured person is regarded to have reached 
retirement age to the extent that retirement ben-
efits are drawn.

2. Early withdrawal of retirement benefits
 Early withdrawal of retirement benefits is pos-

sible after the insured person has reached age 
60. If the occupational benefits plan specifies 
the option of drawing benefits after the insured 
person has reached 58 or 59, the conversion 
rate determined on the basis of the Founda-
tion's actuarial fundamentals is the rate applied 
for early withdrawal before the insured person 
has reached age 60.

 Early withdrawal of the complete benefits 
presupposes the termination of the employment 
relationship.

 A partial early withdrawal is possible only with a 
commensurate reduction in the level of employ-
ment. The provisions under Art. 7.4 apply.

3. Continuation of occupational benefits insur-
ance beyond regular (ordinary) retirement 
age

 At the insured person’s request, occupational 
benefits insurance may be continued in full or 
in part until the employment relationship ends, 
but at the latest until the insured person reaches 
age 70.

 When the insured reaches the regular AHV re-
tirement age, the benefits from the partner’s and 
orphan’s pensions as defined in the occupation-
al benefits plan for the period “after reaching 
ordinary AHV retirement age if the occupational 
benefits insurance is continued” apply. Disabil-
ity benefits, death lump sums exceeding the 
retirement assets, and the annuity certain are no 
longer insured.

 The partial continuation of occupational benefits 
insurance is only possible by reducing the work-
ing hours by at least 20% from a full-time work-
load. The scope of the benefits insurance that 
will be continued corresponds to the remaining 
working hours (level of employment). The provi-
sions of Art. 7.4. apply to the withdrawal of part 
of the retirement benefits.

 The entitlement to retirement benefits arises at 
the insured person’s request, but no later than at 
the end of the employment relationship or when 
the insured reaches age 70. The provisions of 
Art. 7.4. apply to the partial withdrawal of retire-
ment benefits.
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information on the state of their health. If neces-
sary, the Foundation may request additional in-
formation from a physician or require a medical 
examination.

 If an occupational benefits claim occurs while 
coverage is provisional, the provisionally insured 
benefits will be reduced by half if the claim aris-
es from circumstances (accident, illness, phys-
ical defect) that occurred before the provisional 
insurance coverage commenced.

 Based on the documents submitted, a proviso 
for the risks of disability and death for reasons 
relating to health can be applied. 

 If the insured person is subject to a proviso, 
the disability and death benefits to be insured 
for this person are reduced by half. The reduc-
tion will be lowered by at least one-tenth of the 
original reduction rate for every insurance year 
that has expired, so that the insured will be fully 
insured after 10 years at the latest. A proviso 
instituted by a previous occupational benefits 
institution can remain in effect, in which case 
any period that has expired so far is applied. If 
incapacity for work or death occurs during the 
term of the proviso, the restriction on the ben-
efits will remain in effect even after the term of 
the proviso ends. The benefit restriction applies 
in particular also to disability cases relating to 
incapacity for work that sets in during the term 
of the proviso.

 If the insured person refuses to participate 
in any parts of the medical examination, the 
Foundation may reduce the benefits by half. The 
reduction will be lowered on the same basis as 
a proviso, meaning that the insured will be fully 
insured after 10 insurance years at the latest.

 The Foundation must inform the insured person 
in writing whether occupational benefits cover-
age is granted as usual or with a proviso. 

4. In the event of an increase in occupational ben-
efits, the provisions under Art. 8.2 and Art. 8.3 
apply mutatis mutandis to the benefits that must 
be insured additionally.

5. Breach of disclosure obligation
 If the insured person provides incorrect informa-

tion about their state of health, the Foundation 
has the right to reduce its insured benefits retro-
actively to the start of the occupational benefits 
insurance or to refuse them altogether. The 
statutory minimum benefits are reserved. The 

Foundation informs the insured person accord-
ingly in writing within 3 months after learning of 
the breach of disclosure obligation. In addition, 
the provisions of the Liechtenstein Insurance 
Contract Act on the breach of disclosure obliga-
tion apply.

Obligations of the insured
Art. 9

1. The insured person must notify the employer (for 
the attention of the Foundation) within 30 days 
of any changes in their marital status or if they 
become liable or cease to be liable to support 
dependents.

2. Recipients of disability or survivors’ benefits 
must notify the Foundation of any creditable 
income (e.g. domestic or foreign social benefits, 
benefits from other pension funds, income from 
continued employment).

 Furthermore, they must report all occurrenc-
es that affect the pension relationship. These 
include in particular 
– change in address
– change in bank account
– changes in marital status
– a change in entitlement to pensions in respect 

of domestic and foreign social insurance pro-
viders

– a return to or improvement in the capacity to 
work

– birth and adoption of children
– completion or discontinuation of a course of 

training or education by children entitled to a 
pension

– death of a child entitled to a pension.

 The survivors must inform the Foundation im-
mediately if a pension recipient dies.

Foundation’s duty to provide information
Art. 10

1.  On enrollment as well as following any changes 
in benefits, but at least once a year, the insured 
person receives a pension fund certificate with 
the currently valid information on their occupa-
tional benefits.

2. Upon request to the Occupational Benefits Fund 
Commission, the Foundation will provide the 
insured person with further information on the 
return on capital, the actuarial risk experience, 
the administrative expenses, calculation of the 
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actuarial reserves, the establishment of re-
serves, the coverage ratio and the status of their 
insurance.

3. Every insured person may submit a request to 
the Occupational Benefits Fund Commission 
for the Foundation to provide them with all their 
personal data administered by it and to correct 
the data if necessary.

Vested benefits brought into the fund
Art. 11

The vested benefits brought into the fund will be 
used to increase the retirement assets.

Salary definitions

Annual salary
Art. 12

1. The annual salary is the last known salary sub-
ject to AHV contributions adjusted in consider-
ation of any agreed changes for the current year.

 Unless other terms are specified in the occupa-
tional benefits plan, any occasional remunera-
tion amounts are excluded. Within the scope of 
these Regulations such amounts include
– one-off, unforeseeable or irregular special 

payments, gratuities and bonuses,
– gifts for service anniversaries, unless they are 

paid more frequently than every 5 years.

2. The effective annual salary that applies to the 
pension is defined in the occupational benefits 
plan.

3. The employer/self-employed person must notify 
the Foundation of the annual salary by Janu-
ary 1 or on the enrollment date. Salary changes 
during the year are taken into account from 
the date of the change and result in a modified 
annual salary in accordance with Art. 12.1.

4. If the insured worked for the employer for less 
than one year (e.g. seasonal and temporary 
staff), the annual salary is deemed to be the 
salary the insured would have received if they 
had worked for an entire year.

5. For insured persons whose level of employment 
and income fluctuate substantially, the average 
annual salary for the occupation group in ques-
tion is used. Where applicable, these rates are 
set out in the occupational benefits plan.

6. An insured who also works for one or more 
other employers may not insure the income 
received from these employers under these 
Regulations.

Insured salary
Art. 13

1. The insured salary is defined in the occupational 
benefits plan. If necessary, the Foundation will 
bring any thresholds and, in particular, minimum 
and maximum amounts set out in the occupa-
tional benefits plan into line with the statutory 
provisions.
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2. If an insured's annual salary temporarily de-
creases due to illness, accident, unemployment, 
maternity leave or similar reasons, the previous 
insured salary continues to be insured for as 
long as the employer is obliged to continue 
payment of salary in accordance with the ABGB. 
The insured may, however, request the reduction 
of the insured salary.

3. The occupational benefits plan may stipu-
late that any threshold amounts, in particular 
minimum and maximum amounts for part-time 
employees, will be determined in accordance 
with their working hours (level of employment 
status).

4. If an insured person’s salary reduces by not 
more than half after they have reached age 60 
without their having claimed partial retirement 
benefits early as defined in Art. 7.2, the insured 
may request to continue the insurance with the 
current insured salary until they reach ordinary 
retirement age as defined in the occupational 
benefits plan. Continued insurance of the cur-
rent insured salary assumes that the insured is 
fully fit for work.

Insured salary in the event of disability
Art. 14

1. If an insured is fully unfit for work, the salary 
earned immediately prior to the commence-
ment of the incapacity for work remains valid for 
insurance purposes.

2. If an insured person is partly unable to work, the 
insurance is divided into an “active” part and a 
“disabled” part. For the purposes of dividing the 
salary, the insured person’s salary immediately 
prior to the onset of the incapacity for work will 
serve as the basis. The split is carried out based 
on the benefits level as defined in Art. 21.5. Any 
thresholds that may be referred to in the occu-
pational benefits plan will be reduced commen-
surately.

 The salary underlying the “disabled” part of the 
insurance remains constant.

 The salary underlying the “active” part of the 
insurance is regarded as the annual earned 
income in accordance with the insured's gainful 
employment. The same applies for persons who 
were partially unfit for work on enrollment with 
the occupational benefits fund.

Occupational  
benefits

Overview of benefits
Art. 15

The occupational benefits plan sets out which of 
the following benefits are insured:

a) on reaching retirement age:
– retirement capital Art. 18
– retirement pension Art. 19
– retired person’s child’s pension Art. 20

b) in the event of disability: 
– contribution waiver Art. 22
– disability pension Art. 23
– disabled person’s child’s pension Art. 24

c) in the event of death:
– partner's pension Art. 27
– orphan's pension Art. 28
– lump sum payable at death Art. 29
– annuity certain Art. 30

Further benefits my be insured provided the 
conditions for such are set out in the occupational 
benefits plan.

Retirement assets
Art. 16

1. If retirement benefits are covered, retirement 
assets are accrued for each insured person.

2. The retirement assets are increased by:
– the retirement credits,
– vested benefits brought into the fund,
– single contributions or additional benefits,
– interest.

 The amount of the retirement assets of an in-
sured person may not exceed 5% of the assets 
managed by the Foundation.

 The retirement assets are reduced by partial 
pay-outs as a result of divorce

3. The amount of the annual retirement credits is 
determined based on the occupational benefits 
plan.
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4. Interest is calculated on the accrued retirement 
assets at the end of the previous year and is 
credited to the retirement assets at the end of 
each calendar year.

5. Single premiums or withdrawals earn or bear 
interest on a pro rata basis during the year in 
question.

6. If an occupational benefits claim arises or an 
insured person withdraws from the occupational 
benefits fund during the year, the interest for the 
current year is calculated pro rata based on the 
accrued retirement assets at the end of the pre-
vious year up to the date on which the benefits 
case occurred or on which the vested benefits 
were paid.

7. Retirement assets earn or bear interest in accor-
dance with the occupational benefits plan. 

 The Board of Trustees sets the interest rate 
for the crediting of the retirement assets each 
calendar year, taking into account the perfor-
mance achieved, the financial situation of the 
Foundation, and the formation of provisions and 
reserves.

 The Foundation provides information each year 
on the interest amount.

Prospective retirement assets at retirement age
Art. 17

The prospective retirement assets at retirement 
age consist of
–  the accrued retirement assets, plus 
–  the sum of the retirement credits for the years 

remaining until retirement age is reached, with 
interest. Retirement credits are calculated on the 
basis of the insured’s last full insured salary.

Retirement benefits

Retirement capital
Art. 18

1. Once the insured person reaches retirement 
age, the retirement assets accrued until this 
point are paid out as retirement capital.

2. The insured is entitled to the retirement capital.

Retirement pension
Art. 19

1. Entitlement to a retirement pension arises when 
the insured person reaches retirement age. All or 
part of the retirement pension may be withdrawn 
early or the occupational benefits insurance may 
be continued past retirement age pursuant to 
Art. 7.

 Disabled persons become entitled to a retire-
ment pension if they have reached the retire-
ment age pursuant to the occupational benefits 
plan at the start of the incapacity for work that 
caused the disability.

2. The amount of the annual retirement pension 
is based on the retirement assets that have 
accrued at the retirement date; in the case of a 
partial withdrawal, based on the corresponding 
portion and the conversion rate valid at that 
time. A reduced pension conversion rate applies 
in the case of early withdrawal; a higher pension 
conversion rate applies if coverage is continued 
past the retirement age. The Board of Trustees 
determines the conversion rate.

 For disabled persons whose disability pension 
is replaced by a retirement pension, the conver-
sion rate that is valid on the conversion date for 
the age in question applies.

3. The conversion rate is calculated using rec-
ognized actuarial methods. The underlying 
parameters in the calculation are: the long-term 
interest trend forecast, mortality tables taking 
account of longer-term trends in mortality, and 
reversionary benefits.

 The conversion rate is defined by the Board of 
Trustees and can be found in the Appendix. 

 The Foundation provides information each year 
on the amount of the conversion rate.

4. Entitlement to a pension lapses upon the death 
of the insured person.

Retired person's child's pension
Art. 20

1. Entitlement to retired person's child’s pension 
arises if the insured person receives a retirement 
pension and has eligible children pursuant to 
Art. 47.
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2. The entitlement to a pension lapses if the con-
ditions for eligibility pursuant to Art. 47 are no 
longer fulfilled or if the insured person dies.

3. The amount of the annual retired person’s 
child’s pension is specified in the occupational 
benefits plan.

Disability benefits

General provisions
Art. 21

1.  Incapacity for work, occupational disability, 
disability

 These terms are defined as follows as far as 
they pertain to the disability benefits:
– Incapacity for work is the full or partial inability 

– on account of physical, mental or psycho-
logical health problems – to perform any 
reasonable function in one’s current profes-
sion or field of work. If the incapacity for work 
lasts for an extended period, a job in another 
profession or with another remit may also be 
considered reasonable.

– Occupational disability is the complete or 
partial loss of the insured person’s ability to 
pursue gainful employment in the relevant bal-
anced labor market due to an impairment of 
their physical, mental, or psychological health 
that is not remedied by appropriate treatment 
and rehabilitation.

– Disability is defined as full or partial occupa-
tional disability that is permanent or that lasts 
for an extended period. 
Minors who are not working are regarded as 
occupationally disabled if the impairment of 
their physical, mental, or psychological health 
is expected to lead to the total or partial inabil-
ity to earn a living (occupational disability). 
Persons of age who were not gainfully 
employed before their physical, mental, or 
psychological health was impaired and who 
cannot be reasonably expected to pursue 
gainful employment are regarded as disabled 
if they can no longer work in their field.

 The Foundation has the right to request addi-
tional information and proof or to obtain these 
itself. If necessary, it can oblige the insured 
person to undergo an examination by its 
medical experts. The Foundation will bear the 
costs.

2.  Conditions for entitlement
 Entitlement to an exemption from contributions 

as defined in Art. 22 assumes that the insured’s 
incapacity for work is at least 40% and that they 
were insured under these Regulations at the 
time of the onset of the incapacity for work.

 Entitlement to disability benefits as defined in 
Art. 23 and Art. 24 assumes that the insured 
person is at least 40% disabled under the dis-
ability insurance scheme (IV) of the Principality 
of Liechtenstein and was insured under these 
Regulations at the time of the onset of the inca-
pacity for work, the cause of which led to their 
disability.

3.  Waiting period
 The waiting period is the minimum effective 

period of incapacity for work that must elapse 
before the insured person is entitled to receive 
benefits. This waiting period is specified in the 
occupational benefits plan. 

4.  Level of disability
 The level of disability is determined on the basis 

of the relationship between the income from 
employment which the insured could earn in 
a stable labor market by performing a job that 
may be reasonably expected from them after 
they have become disabled, received medi-
cal treatment and been reintegrated into the 
workforce, and the income from employment 
which they could have earned if they were not 
disabled.

 The degree of disability corresponds to the dis-
ability level established by the disability insur-
ance scheme of the Principality of Liechtenstein.

5.  Calculation of benefits
 Benefits are paid as follows:
 
 Level of incapacity  Level of benefits
 for work/disability in % in %
   0 – 39 0
 40 – 49 25
 50 – 59 50
 60 – 66 75
 From 67 100

6.  Duty to cooperate
 If an insured person withdraws from or resists 

any reasonable treatment or efforts to reinte-
grate them into the workforce that promise a 
significant improvement in their earning capacity 
or open up new job possibilities, or if they do 
not of their own accord contribute as much as 
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can be reasonably expected of them to this 
process, the benefits will be reduced or refused 
temporarily or permanently.

Waiver of contributions
Art. 22

1. Entitlement to a contribution waiver arises after 
the waiting period defined in Art. 21.3 ends.

2. Entitlement to benefits ceases if the insured’s 
incapacity for work drops below 40%, the IV 
office rejects its obligation to pay benefits or 
discontinues benefit payments, or if the insured 
reaches retirement age as defined in the occu-
pational benefits plan at the time incapacity for 
work set in, or dies.

Disability pension
Art. 23

1. Entitlement to a disability pension arises on ex-
piry of the waiting period pursuant to Art. 21.3. 
There is no entitlement to a disability pension 
for as long as the insured receives daily benefits 
from the IV. 

2. The entitlement to a disability pension lapses if 
the IV suspends its pension payments, the in-
sured person is reintegrated into the workforce, 
reaches the retirement age defined in the occu-
pational benefits plan at the time the incapacity 
for work occurred, or dies.

3. The amount of the annual full disability pension 
is specified in the occupational benefits plan.

Disabled person's child's pension
Art. 24

1. Entitlement to a disabled person’s child’s pen-
sion arises at the same time as the claim to a 
disability pension, provided that the insured has 
eligible children pursuant to Art. 47.

2. Entitlement to the pension ceases if the con-
ditions for eligibility pursuant to Art. 47 are no 
longer met, the IV office suspends its pension 
benefits, the insured resumes work, or reaches 
retirement age as defined in the occupational 
benefits plan when incapacity for work oc-
curred, or dies.

3. The amount of the annual disabled person’s 
child’s pension is specified in the occupational 
benefits plan.

Change in the level of disability
Art. 25

If the level of disability changes, the case is re-ex-
amined and the benefits adjusted, if necessary. If, 
as a result of a reduction in the level of disability, 
the benefits paid out were too high, these benefits 
must be repaid.

Death benefits

General provisions
Art. 26

Entitlement to death benefits arises if the insured
– was insured under these Regulations at the time 

of their death or on the occurrence of the inca-
pacity for work, the cause of which led to death; 
or 

– was at least 20% but not more than 40% dis-
abled as the result of a congenital defect at the 
time when they started working and was insured 
for at least 40% at the time that the level of the 
incapacity for work, the cause of which led to 
death, increased; or

– became disabled while still a minor and was 
therefore at least 20% but not more than 40% 
disabled at the time when they started working 
and was insured for at least 40% at the time that 
the level of the incapacity for work, the cause of 
which led to death, increased; or

– received a retirement or disability pension from 
the Foundation at the time of death.

Partner’s pension
Art. 27

The occupational benefits plan specifies whether 
spouses and unmarried partners or exclusive-
ly spouses are beneficiaries, and whether the 
partner’s pension falls under basic or extended 
coverage. 

1. Basic coverage
 Entitlement to a partner’s pension arises when 

the insured dies and
– is survived by a spouse who, at that time

a) is responsible for the maintenance of one or 
more children, or

b) has reached the age of 45 years and the 
marriage lasted at least 5 years. 

– or is survived by an eligible partner pursuant 
to Art. 27.5 who, at the time
a) is required to pay support for one or more 

joint children, or
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b) has reached the age of 45. 

 If neither of these conditions pursuant to a) or 
b) are met, a single lump-sum settlement will be 
paid in the amount of 3 annual pensions. 

 Entitlement to a pension lapses if the eligible 
person marries or dies.

2. Extended coverage
 Entitlement to a partner’s pension arises when 

the insured dies and is survived by a spouse or 
an eligible partner pursuant to Art. 27.5.

 
  Entitlement to a pension lapses if the eligible 

person marries prior to reaching the age of 45 or 
if that person dies. In the event that the eligible 
person marries prior to reaching the age of 45, 
a single lump-sum settlement will be paid in the 
amount of 3 annual pensions.

3. Amount of the partner's pension
 The amount of the partner's pension is gov-

erned by the occupational benefits plan.

4. Reduction of the pension
 The pension is reduced by 1% for each year 

or part of a year by which the eligible person is 
more than 10 years younger than the deceased.

 The pension is furthermore reduced if the mar-
riage or beginning of the joint household and 
domicile of the partner occurred after the de-
ceased reached the age of 65, and the reduction 
amounts to 20% for each year or part thereof in 
excess of this threshold.

 No pension is paid if the insured married after 
having reached the age of 69 or if the conditions 
for a life partnership entitling the partner to a 
pension were met after the insured reached the 
age of 69 or if they, at the time of the marriage 
or beginning of the life partnership entitling a 
partner to a pension, had reached the age of 65 
and suffered from a serious illness of which they 
were aware and died within 2 years following 
the marriage or beginning of the life partnership 
entitling a partner to a pension.

5. Requirements for entitlement of the unmar-
ried partner 

 The entitlement of an unmarried partner to a 
partner’s pension requires there to be a life 
partnership entitling the partner to a pension. 
The surviving partner has no entitlement if they 
already receive a spouse's pension or partner's 
pension from a domestic or foreign benefits 
institution.

 A life partnership entitling a partner to a pension 
exists if, at the time of death: 
a)  both partners are unmarried and not related 

to each other, and
b) they are not registered within the meaning of 

the law governing same-sex registered part-
nerships, and

c)  both life partners lived in a domestic part-
nership in the same household and domicile 
without interruption for 5 years immediately 
prior to the death of the insured. If the insured 
is divorced, the earliest date of the beginning 
of the life partnership is the date on which 
the divorce of the insured became final and 
binding;

 or
 the insured supported the surviving partner to 

a significant degree;
 or
 the surviving partner is required to pay sup-

port for one or more joint children.

Orphan's pension
Art. 28

1. Entitlement to an orphan’s pension arises if the 
insured person dies and leaves behind eligible 
children pursuant to Art. 47.

2. The entitlement to an orphan’s pension lapses if 
the conditions for eligibility pursuant to Art. 47 
are no longer fulfilled.

3. The amount of the annual orphan’s pension is 
specified in the occupational benefits plan.

Lump sum payable at death
Art. 29
 
1. Entitlement to the lump sum payable at death 

arises if the insured dies before reaching retire-
ment age pursuant to Art. 7.

2. The amount of the lump sum payable at death is 
set out in the occupational benefits plan.

3. General order of beneficiaries
 The following persons are entitled to the lump 

sum payable on death:
a) the insured person’s spouse; if none:
b) eligible children in accordance with Art. 47; if 

none:
c) the natural persons that the insured person 

supported to a significant extent and the 
person with whom the insured had formed a 
partnership as defined in Art. 27.5; persons 
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already receiving a partner’s pension from a 
domestic or foreign benefits institution have 
no entitlement to a lump sum payable on 
death;

 if none:
d) the children of the insured who are not enti-

tled to a pension under Art. 47;
 if none:
e) the insured person's parents;
 if none:
f) the insured person's siblings.

 If none of the above-mentioned persons under 
a) to f) exist, half of the lump sum payable on 
death will be paid to the other legal heirs to the 
exclusion of the community.

 Beneficiaries in the same category will receive 
equal parts of the death lump sum.

4. Special order of beneficiaries
 The insured person may draw up a special order 

of beneficiaries designating which of the eligible 
persons mentioned in b) to f) are entitled to 
which share of the death lump sum. Here, the 
sequence in the order of the beneficiaries can 
be changed.

 If none of the eligible persons mentioned in a) to 
f) exist, the insured person may stipulate which 
of the legal heirs are to receive which portion of 
half of the death lump sum.

 A special order of beneficiaries is possible only if 
the purpose of the occupational benefits plan is 
achieved more effectively as a result. A request 
for such must be submitted to the Foundation in 
writing.

 The insured person may revoke a special order 
of beneficiaries at any time. In this event the 
general order of beneficiaries set out above will 
be reinstated.

5. If the entitlement of the individual beneficiaries 
is not described in detail, beneficiaries in the 
same category will receive equal parts of the 
death lump sum.

6. The lump sum payable at death does not form 
part of the deceased’s estate.

Annuity certain
Art. 30

1. Entitlement to an annuity certain arises if the 
insured dies before reaching retirement age. The 
persons who are eligible are set out as defined 
in Art. 29.3.

2. Entitlement ceases at the point when the 
insured person would have reached retirement 
age as defined in the Regulations in force at the 
time of death.

3. The amount of the annual annuity certain is 
specified in the occupational benefits plan.

General provisions governing occupa-
tional benefits

Guarantee Fund
Art. 31

1. As prescribed by law, the Foundation is affiliated 
with the Guarantee Fund.

2. The occupational benefits plan describes the 
financing of the contributions to the Guarantee 
Fund.

Repayment of benefits received wrongfully
Art. 32

Benefits received wrongfully must be repaid by the 
benefit recipient.

Coordination with accident insurance
Art. 33

1. If the occupational benefits plan limits the fund’s 
liability to pay benefits to cases of illness, the 
insured will not be entitled to benefits if benefits 
are payable by the statutory accident insurer for 
the Principality of Liechtenstein

2. This also applies if the statutory accident insurer 
reduces its benefits on grounds of overinsur-
ance resulting from AHV/IV or military insurance 
(for Swiss citizens), or if it reduces or denies its 
benefits on other grounds (such as gross negli-
gence).

3. If accident and illness occur together, the provi-
sions as set out in Art. 33.1 and 33.2 only apply 
to the part which is a result of the accident.

4. If the limitation to cases of illness applies only to 
persons subject to statutory accident insur-
ance, persons not subject to statutory accident 
insurance are insured only if they have been 
registered separately.
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Correlation with other insurance benefits
Art. 34

1. The Foundation will reduce the disability and 
survivors’ benefits if these benefits together with 
the creditable income pursuant to Art. 34.2 ex-
ceed 90% of the earnings presumed to be have 
been forgone.

2. Included here as effective benefits from other 
insurers within the meaning of Art. 10 (1) of the 
ordinance on occupational pension provision 
in the Principality of Liechtenstein are pensions 
or lump-sum payments with a pension paid-up 
value from domestic or foreign social security 
plans and occupational benefits institutions. 
This does not include care allowances for per-
sons unable to look after themselves or benefits 
from insurance policies the insured person took 
out voluntarily and funded by themselves. The 
effective benefits to which the survivors are 
eligible are cumulated.

3. The Foundation will reduce its benefits to the 
same extent if AHV/IV reduces, withdraws or 
withholds a benefit because the eligible person 
has caused the death or disability through gross 
negligence or resists the IV’s integration efforts.

4. The Foundation may require the applicant for 
a surviving dependents’ or disability benefit to 
assign to it claims for compensation which the 
applicant is entitled to make against liable third 
parties, up to the amount of its obligation to pay 
benefits under the applicable regulations.

Payment of occupational benefits
Art. 35

1. Pension benefits as due under the Regulations 
are due for payment 30 days after the Founda-
tion has received all the information it needs in 
order to establish eligibility for such a payment.

2. Pensions that are due are paid monthly in ad-
vance on the first day of each month.

 If benefits become payable during the course of 
a month, the corresponding amount will be paid 
on a pro rata basis.

 If a survivors' pension replaces a current pen-
sion, the new pension will be paid for the first 
time at the beginning of the following month.

3. Review of entitlement to benefits
 The Foundation can request proof of entitlement 

to benefits at any time. In the absence of such 
proof, the Foundation will cease paying benefits.

4. Default interest
 If the Foundation is in arrears with paying pen-

sion benefits, it incurs default interest based on 
the rate of interest that applies when calculating 
the retirement assets.

Withdrawal in the form of a lump sum
Art. 36

1. The insured may choose to draw part or all of 
the retirement pension in the form of a lump 
sum. A corresponding declaration must be sub-
mitted before the first pension payment is due.

 Any claims to pension benefits will lapse to the 
extent of the lump-sum payment. The Founda-
tion will notify the insured and their spouse of 
such accordingly.

 If the insured is married, a partial or full lump-
sum withdrawal of the retirement pension 
requires the spouse's written approval. The 
insured may appeal to a court if they are unable 
to obtain such a statement or if it is refused.

2. The eligible spouse or partner may request a 
lump sum instead of a survivors' pension. A cor-
responding declaration must be submitted before 
the first pension payment is due.

 The lump-sum payment equals the cash value 
of the pension due, less 3% for each full year 
and part of a year by which the eligible claimant 
is younger than 45. It amounts to at least 4 an-
nual pensions, but not less than the accrued 
retirement assets.

3. If, at the time the pension is drawn, the annual 
retirement pension or the disability pension 
payable in the event of full disability amounts to 
less than 10%, the spouse’s or partner’s pen-
sion to less than 6%, and any child’s pension 
to less than 2% of the minimum AHV retirement 
pension, a lump sum will be paid instead of a 
pension.
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Withdrawal

Withdrawal from occupational benefits insur-
ance
Art. 37

1. An insured leaves the occupational benefits 
fund if they no longer fulfill the conditions for 
enrollment pursuant to the occupational benefits 
plan and no pension claim has arisen, and in 
particular when the insured leaves the compa-
ny’s employment.

2. The withdrawing insured is entitled to vest-
ed benefits, provided that they have accrued 
retirement assets. Insured persons who have 
withdrawn have no further entitlements.

Amount of vested benefits
Art. 38

1. The vested benefits equal the retirement assets 
accrued up to the date of withdrawal pursuant 
to Art. 16.

2. Vested benefits become due on the date when 
the insured leaves the occupational benefits 
fund. If they cannot be transferred until after this 
time, interest will be earned. The rate of interest 
will be reviewed annually and a new rate set if 
necessary.

3. In the case of partial or full liquidation of the oc-
cupational benefits fund or the Foundation, the 
provisions of the Regulations on the partial and 
total liquidation of occupational benefits funds 
and the Regulations on the partial liquidation of 
a collective foundation also apply.

Use of vested benefits
Art. 39

1. Vested benefits will be transferred to the new 
employer's occupational benefits institution in 
accordance with the insured person's instruc-
tions.

2. Insured persons can request to have their vest-
ed benefits paid out to them in cash if 

a) they amount to less than one annual contribu-
tion by the insured person.

b) the insured person is leaving the economic 
zone of Liechtenstein and Switzerland for 
good and will not continue to be insured man-
datorily against the risks of old age, death 
and disability with pension insurance under 
the legal provisions of a member state of the 
European Economic Area.

c) the insured person becomes self-employed 
and will not continue to be insured mandato-
rily against the risks of old age, death and dis-
ability with pension insurance under the legal 
provisions of a member state of the European 
Economic Area.

3. Cash payment to insured persons who are mar-
ried requires the written consent of the spouse.

4. Where vested benefits can neither be trans-
ferred to another occupational benefits institu-
tion nor paid out in cash, they will be paid as a 
contribution for a paid-up vested benefits policy 
with an insurance company approved in Liech-
tenstein or deposited in an account blocked for 
pension purposes with a Liechtenstein bank. 

 If no information has been received after 
6 months with regard to the use of the with-
drawal benefit, a blocked pension fund account 
will be opened at a bank in the name of the 
eligible person and the benefit transferred to 
said account. Any costs that are incurred (such 
as costs of a retained-mail service) will be borne 
in full by the eligible person.

Extended coverage
Art. 40

After the insured leaves the occupational benefits 
fund, coverage against the risks of disability and 
death remains valid until the insured joins a new 
pension fund, but not for longer than one month.

Change in the number of working hours (level 
of employment)
Art. 41

In the event of a change in the insured’s number of 
working hours, their accrued retirement assets will 
be retained in full.
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Contributions

Obligation to contribute
Art. 42

1. The obligation to pay contributions begins on 
the date of the insured's enrollment with the 
occupational benefits fund.

2. The contribution obligation ends on the death 
of the insured person, at the latest when the 
insured person draws all the retirement benefits 
or withdraws from the occupational benefits 
fund early as the result of leaving the company, 
or because the amount earned is expected to 
remain below the minimum salary. The right to 
waive contributions in the event of disability 
remains reserved.

3. The insured’s contributions will be deducted 
from their salary by the employer and trans-
ferred to the Foundation together with the 
employer’s contributions.

4. The employer finances its contributions with its 
own funds or from a contribution reserve fund 
set up for this purpose.

Contribution amounts
Art. 43

The amount and composition of the contributions 
are set out in the occupational benefits plan. The 
employer must pay at least half of the contribu-
tions for each insured person.

The insured must pay all contributions for con-
tinuing the insurance of the discontinued salary 
component pursuant to Art. 13.4, unless the occu-
pational benefits plan defines another arrangement 
regarding their financing. These contributions are 
exempt from the shared contributions principle.

Contributions for special expenses are defined in 
the separate cost regulations.

Purchase of benefits and contributions
Art. 44

1. Purchases may be made in order to improve 
pension coverage.

 
2. Purchases are regarded as all contributions 

made by the insured person for the purpose of 

closing gaps in coverage as well as the associ-
ated contributions from the employer.

 
3. The employer may make contributions to the 

insured person's occupational benefits plan. 
Distribution among insureds will be take place 
using objective criteria.

4. The tax deductibility of such purchases and 
contributions is subject to the limitations of 
Liechtenstein tax law.
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Other provisions

Inalienability of insurance benefits
Art. 45

1. All benefits under these Regulations are intend-
ed exclusively for the personal maintenance of 
the entitled parties.

2. Entitlements and reversionary claims from occu-
pational old age, survivors’ and invalidity pen-
sion provision, including vested benefits policies 
and accounts blocked for pension purposes, 
can be neither assigned nor pledged before the 
benefits are due. 

 Claims on the part of the occupational ben-
efits institution that have been recognized or 
confirmed by a court or claims on the part of the 
employer that are assigned to the institution and 
relate to contributions that cannot be deducted 
from salaries may be offset with pension ben-
efits in respect of an insured person or entitled 
party.

3. The eligible surviving dependents of an in-
sured person receive the benefits even if they 
renounce their inheritance. The benefits do not 
form part of the deceased’s estate.

Divorce
Art. 46

1. On divorce the competent court will decide on 
the spouse's claims to part of the vested bene-
fits accrued during the marriage.

2. The amount and use of any entitlement to 
vested benefits to be transferred is based on the 
legally effective ruling of the court.

3. The retirement assets available are reduced 
by the amount of the share of vested benefits 
transferred to the spouse's occupational bene-
fits institution. Insofar as the available retirement 
assets pursuant to these Regulations determine 
the pension benefits, these will be reduced 
accordingly.

4. The insured may purchase additional benefits 
to make up the sum of the vested benefits 
transferred. The insured person’s occupational 
benefits will then increase commensurately.

Children eligible for a pension
Art. 47

1. The children of the insured who are eligible for a 
pension are
– their children,
– their foster children who are entitled to an 

AHV/IV pension,
– stepchildren who receive full or primary finan-

cial support at the time of their death.

2. The final age at which the child is still eligible for 
a pension is set out in the occupational benefits 
plan.

3. Children will be eligible for pension benefits 
past the final age for as long as they have not 
completed their education or are at least 67% 
disabled; however, the pension entitlement does 
not extend beyond their 25th birthday.

4. Entitlement to the pension lapses if the child 
dies.

Personal data
Art. 48

1. Personal data of the insured required for the 
provision of occupational benefits may be 
passed on to co-insurers and re-insurers.

2. The Foundation implements the measures nec-
essary to ensure compliance with data protec-
tion requirements. The data is used in accor-
dance with the applicable statutory provisions. 
More information can be found at  
AXA.ch/data-protection.

Measures in the event of underfunding
Art. 49

The Foundation must at all times provide assur-
ance that it can fulfill its obligations under the 
Regulations. Should the Foundation nevertheless 
become underfunded, the pension actuary will for-
mulate suitable remedial measures together with 
the Board of Trustees.

The following measures in particular may be taken 
to remedy the underfunding:
– Review/adjustment of the investment strategy
– Reduced or zero interest on retirement assets
– Adjustment of the technical parameters
– Reduction of the conversion rate
– If the above-mentioned measures or oth-

er measures do not have the desired effect, 

http://AXA.ch/data-protection
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Place of performance
Art. 53

The place of performance is the place of residence 
of the eligible person or their representative in 
the Principality of Liechtenstein or an EU/EFTA 
country. If no such place of residence exists, 
benefits are paid at the domicile of the Foundation. 
Benefits will be paid in Swiss francs.

Place of jurisdiction
Art. 54

The place of jurisdiction for all disputes arising 
from these Regulations is Vaduz.

Entry into force
Art. 55

1. These Regulations enter into force with effect 
from January 1, 2023, replacing the version of 
January 1, 2021.

2. Benefits for insured events that occurred before 
the new Regulations entered into force are 
subject to the Regulations and occupational 
benefits plan in force at the time of the onset of 
the insured event. The provisions of Art. 55.3 – 
55.6. are reserved.

3. Once the insured person has reached the retire-
ment age as defined in Art. 7, the provisions in 
the Regulations that apply on reaching retire-
ment age continue to apply to the current retire-
ment benefits and reversionary entitlements to 
survivors' benefits. No subsequent changes to 
the Regulations are taken into consideration.

4. The provisions that apply for disability benefits 
are those that were in place at the time of the 
onset of the incapacity for work, the cause of 
which led to disability.

5. If disability benefits end because the insured 
person has reached the retirement age defined 
in the occupational benefits plan at the onset 
of the incapacity for work, retirement benefits 
come into effect. The retirement and rever-
sionary survivors' benefits are determined in 
accordance with the provisions as set out in the 
Regulations and the rate-relevant provisions 
that apply in respect of the insured person's age 
at that time.

restructuring contributions may be levied from 
the employer and the insured persons, with 
the restructuring contribution levied from the 
employer being at least equal to the sum of the 
restructuring contributions paid by the insured 
persons.

Amendment of the Regulations
Art. 50

Any decisions on amendments to these Regula-
tions rest with the Board of Trustees.

Occupational benefits plan
Art. 51

The Occupational Benefits Fund Commission sets 
out the occupational benefits plan within the limits 
imposed by the principles applying to the Founda-
tion. In principle, amendments may enter into force 
at the beginning of a new calendar year.

Transfer of benefits if the contract is rescinded 
in part or in full
Art. 52

If the affiliation contract is partially or fully rescind-
ed, any benefits to which the insured are entitled 
and that are affected by this will be transferred to 
the new occupational benefits institution.

Entitlements include:
– the total amount of the withdrawing insured 

persons' retirement assets, plus any prorated 
surplus portion in accordance with the regula-
tions on surplus participation, less any dissolu-
tion deduction due under the group insurance 
contract concluded by the Foundation and any 
shortfall in accordance with the Regulations on 
the partial and total liquidation of occupational 
benefits funds and on the partial liquidation of a 
collective foundation. 

– any additional assets of the occupational bene-
fits fund, namely the entitlements in accordance 
with the Regulations on the partial and total 
liquidation of occupational benefits funds or on 
the partial liquidation of a collective foundation, 
plus any employer contribution reserves.

If the funds are transferred after the date of dis-
solution, claims will earn interest at the rate that 
applies to the calculation of retirement assets.
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6. If disability benefits end because the insured 
person dies before having reached retirement 
age, the death benefits are calculated based 
on the provisions of the Regulations that were 
in effect when the incapacity for work began, 
unless the order of beneficiaries as defined in 
Art. 29.3 applies. The order of beneficiaries in 
accordance with Art. 29.3 is subject to the cur-
rent provisions as set out in the Regulations.
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Conversion rates pursuant to Art. 19 of the Regulations:

Pension option Retirement pension, partner’s pension, Retirement pension,
 retired person’s child’s pension partner's pension

Age

58 4.113  4.146*

59 4.214  4.240*
 
*Bases: BVG 2015 generational table, technical interest rate 2.0%

60 5.449  5.482

61 5.550  5.575

62 5.654  5.675

63 5.763  5.781

64 5.878  5.894

65 6.000  6.015

Appendix to the Regulations


